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A silver moon seen at Collect 2020



My Ethos

After researching mining activities around the world and specifically Peru for 
my dissertation, it has opened my mind to how destructive both large and 

small scale mining really is to our planet. My aim is to use ethical methods in 
my practice such as using eggs if I am to oxidise my silver or using alternative 

cleaning methods to using an acid bath. 
Using scrap materials will be my focus for the year. I have started a collection 

of scrap silver and gold which include old serviette rings dating back to the 
18th century, along with unwanted jewellery and charity shop finds. I have 

also made connections with scrap metal dealers at car-boots. Using scrap does 
not save the mining industry from all its terrors, however it means I am not 

buying into the poisonous trade and am recycling unwanted items and 
recreating them into meaningful statement pieces. 

‘No single element has tantalised and tormented the human imagination more than 
the shimmering metal known by the chemical 

symbol Au.’

Why thinking ethically is important

Larmer, B. The Real Price of Gold. 
Nationalgeographic.com. [2009] 3.

I am looking into how our land is corroding before our eyes. Corrosion and 
erosion are both natural processes that deteriorate metals and landscapes. 
The shapes and methods of erosion will inspire the processes in my practice 

and the forms of my pieces. I want these pieces to speak of the violence, 
fragility and irreparable damage our actions have on our natural recourses. 

Gold mining and many other mining practices are exhausting our planet. I am 
exploring our relationship with this valued material. By taking existing scrap 
metals and transforming them through force to a raw state. Taking this into 
consideration on how we erode the planet with our actions and greed. I’m 
deconstructing this preconceived notion, by destroying this material that is 
considered beautiful and precious. I’m eroding the material like humans are 

eroding the planet and its resources
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This was my self directed project from second year which prompted the start of this year. It was a piece that demonstrates the truth beneath the 
beauty. It was a rusted steel chain with gold leaf painted on top revealing the rust. It represents the people who exploit miners and do not pay 

them enough. The gold covering the rust is how the gold people buy is dirty and not as glorious as they think it is. I want to continue this 
metaphorical stance and continue making rusted steel jewellery. I want to mix non-precious and precious metals together to devalue them to make 

a point that we shouldn’t value jewellery because of their monetary value but for the work that has gone behind it, the people that made it both 
the gold itself and the object that is being worn.

Previous project
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Research (summer 2019 – present)

One ounce of gold can be stretched to a length of 
50 miles; the resulting wire would be just five 

microns wide.
https://www.zmescience.com/science/how-

gold-is-made-science-064654/



FairTrade Gold and Fairmined

“Fairtrade Gold is the first of its kind. By having your beautifully-crafted 
piece created with Fairtrade Gold you're making a real difference to the 

community that sourced it Fairtrade Gold gives miners and their families the 
opportunity to be paid a fair price and build their futures, investing in 

schools, better working conditions and improved healthcare. Become part 
of the story.”

‘FAIRMINED TRANSFORMS MINING INTO AN ACTIVE FORCE FOR GOOD 
PROVIDING EVERYONE WITH A SOURCE OF

GOLD TO BE PROUD OF
An initiative by the Alliance for Responsible Mining’

Fairtrade gold offers gold that has been mined by communities that are
being looked after. The profits that Fairtrade Gold make all goes to
helping out the mining communities, making the mines a safer place to
work, providing food and basic sanitation and equal rights between
genders. Buying Fairtrade Gold means you are buying into an
organisation that is making peoples lives better, and organisation that
does not exploit.

Fairmined certifies gold that has been mined from small scale artisanal
mines that follow the responsible mining act. Fairmined focuses on making
small scale mining safer and fairer. These two certifications are really
important as they make a massive difference to everyone’s lives.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Dr Peter Oakley - He leads funded research projects at the RCA. He is currently interested in the development
and impact of ethical and sustainable material sourcing programmes.



Benchpeg provided me with all the articles adn information I needed. It contained many Peter Oakley papers which are very relevant and informative. 



Figure 3

Deforestation

These are two images displaying how small scale mining is affecting the Amazon Rainforest. in just two years you can see a drastic change 
along the river, this is due to mining communities digging for gold continuously and chopping down trees to access more possible gold 

spots. Large scale mining companies also have to fell the forest to create space for the mines. 



Figure 4- Diagram from a report by Oxfam and Earthworks America  



https://ethicalmetalsmiths.org/

Ethical metalsmiths is a 
community that metalsmiths 
can join. It informs people on 
how they can be ethical and 
what being apart of this 
community does for the mining 
communities. 



Collection - Pure 

One of my Influences - Ute Decker 

Figure 5 Figure 6

Ute Decker has been an influence to me for a while now. She was one of the first people to become Fairtrade certified. She has done 
hundreds of talks and after 9 years is still promoting herself and the use of Fairtrade Gold. she has a whole range that is called 'Pure' 

that is pure Fairtrade and recycled gold. I have visited her at her studio and at shows to hear more and expand my knowledge 



An Informal conversation with Ute Decker

It was interesting meeting Decker. She had a bold personality and welcomed me into her studio. I started by mentioning that I am
writing my dissertation on ethical gold mining and basing my work on the impacts. She then asked "what have you found out that is
not on my website?" Her website is full of great articles and papers written on the subject. This question stubbed me as the depth of
research I have done was mainly based from her website and similar sources. She said to look at academia, this has tonnes of sources
related to what ever subject you are researching.

She also said “I can’t stand it when student email me with hundreds of questions to answer, like what inspires me and stuff like that, I
find it brutally boring and would rather have a conversation with them."
She said do you know who Greg Valario? I said no. she said he’s the founder of Fairtrade Gold and CRED (a metal supplier). "It
wouldn't exist without him. You must ask to interview him."

She also said that greenwashing is currently one of the biggest problems facing the ethical gold industry as people are trying to sell
their gold as Fairtrade when it simply isn’t. They cannot trace back to the origin of the gold making them unethical. However, that’s
what Fairtrade gold is all about as you can trace back the gold to its routes.

I asked her whether she uses a lot of recycled silver and she said she does when she can. However, in her words “there is not enough
silver in the world for me.” I asked if there are any ethical silver mines and she said no, there are none. This is because it cost too
much to make an ethical silver mine and it is not worth it. silver is classed as a bi product, so it isn’t as important.

I then asked where she got her silver from, if it was still CRED. She then said “actually, CRED went bankrupt of Wednesday.” 27/11/19
this is a huge piece of information that I was not aware of. As she needed to see to her customers, we had to cut our chat short, the
last thing she said to me was if you find anything more out about the industry, please share.



Value 

Gold symbolises wealth and prosperity. People 
invest in gold as the worth always increases, it 
becomes an asset. It is a safety net for people. 
People only look at the monetary value of 
gold, they don’t thin about where the gold 
originates from or what processes are used to 
make it. if they knew how dirty gold really was 
the value would go down. 

Gold is valued because of its longevity, its 
colour and its weight and strength. It is a 
perfect material in aesthetics and physical 
capacity. 

Gold jewellery can be a display of wealth, a 
sentimental item such as a wedding ring and a  
physical adornment. It has many meanings 
when made into something else. It carries 
history and depth. However, still people only 
see these values and do not see beyond.  

Gold has a big role in many religions and 
cultures giving it another layer of meaning. 

Why do we treasure gold?
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noun. The regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth, or 
usefulness of something.

The crown jewels symbolise wealth, 
authority, religion, prosperity and overall 
regal control. They are treasured and 
maintained but rarely worn or seen. 

The crown consists of 2,868 diamonds, 17 
sapphires, 11 emeralds, 269 pearls, 4 rubies. 

The crown jewels are impractical, heavy and 
uncomfortable. They serve no purpose other 
than to resemble all the aforementioned. This 
is where I have found inspiration for my work. 
I want to use precious metals and make 
impractical statement jewellery that has a lot 
of meaning behind them. 

Crown jewels 

https://www.hrp.org.uk/tower-of-london/history-and-stories/the-crown-jewels/#gs.625sen

Figure 7





• Looking at the cooksongold chart there was a significant influx in gold 

prices after 2010. This means people started buying more gold after 

the recession. 

• Since 2005 gold prices have increased to 5 times more. 2005 being 

£6/gm and now £40/gm. This shows people are investing in gold 

more than ever. Especially after the coronavirus outbreak. Diseases 

affect the cost of gold.

• There was an influx after Brexit was announced as well. And another 

influx after leaving the EU in October. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-32810887

“More recently, the global economic slowdown has been hampering 

economies, with the new decade starting and countries including 

France, Italy, Germany and Japan on the verge of recession. The 

addition of conflict between the US and Iran early in January 2020, and 

the outbreak of the coronavirus Covid-19 a few weeks later, have led to 

a remarkable surge in demand. Major firms are issuing warnings to 

shareholders and investors, which has turned their attention towards 

safe haven assets such as physical gold.” 

https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-

gold-price-to-fluctuate/
https://www.cooksongold.com/metalprices/

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/oct/03/uk-edges-towards-

recession-as-service-sector-sinks

https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-gold-

price-to-fluctuate/

https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-gold-

price-to-fluctuate/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-32810887
https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-gold-price-to-fluctuate/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/oct/03/uk-edges-towards-recession-as-service-sector-sinks
https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-gold-price-to-fluctuate/
https://www.bullionbypost.co.uk/index/gold-price/what-causes-the-gold-price-to-fluctuate/


In just a month you can see how much gold prices are fluctuating. It 
reached a peak of £45.90 a gram this month. You can see how covid-19 
has affected the prices. While the economy is drastically decreasing the 
price of gold in increasing, this means less people were buying gold at 
the beginning of may. I find this extremely interesting. 

Gold Rates fluctuating. 2005 gold prices have increased to 5 times more. 
2005 being £6/gm and now £40/gm. This shows people are investing in 
gold more than ever. 24

Metal prices. https://www.cooksongold.com/metalprices/ web.

May Gold = £45.90 a 
gram  

April 1st Gold = £40.90 a gram  



Main Inspirations (October – November)

Did you know: In the last five years 170,000 acres of the Amazon rainforest have been destroyed for the purposes of mining.

Wake Forest University. Rainforest destruction from gold mining hitsall-time high in Peru. [2018] 1.



Copenhagen

Copenhagen inspired me greatly. It has a reputation for the
craft industry. I met a jeweller I have been admiring for a few
years and she directed me to ‘Galerri Montan’, a silversmith
gallery where they were exhibiting many talented silversmiths
work.

Maya Bjørnsten

To the left is a jewellers I happened to stumble across. I rung
the door bell and got talking to the assistant. It turns out this is
an ethical diamond workshop where they are fully certified by
the Kimberly process and make stunning jewellery. Maya

Kim Buck (left)

Kim buck was one of my main
inspirations from this gallery.
They are extremely fragile silver
vases. Judging by the shape of
the vases they could have been
cast. the texture looks as if it has
started to dissolved in acid or
another form. They have small
balls around the edge of the
dissolved part. I am intrigued but
the surface texture and will try to
make a similar texture as I find it
really interesting.

Olle Olls (below)

Olle was exhibiting at 
Galleri Montan after I left 
Copenhagen. He popped up 
on their Instagram. His 
work is very raw and bold. 
He sings and hammers the 
vessels until near breaking 
point. I want to use these 
traditional methods to 
make my pieces. To test 
the strength of my 
materials. 
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(FJ 2019)

(FJ 2019)

(Galleri Montan



Mette Ravn

This jewellery stood out to me in 
Galleri Montan. Its by a jeweller 

called Mette Ravn. She uses silver 
clay to produce these big statement 
pieces. These are the opposite of my 

aesthetic although it has given me the 
inspiration to make a collection that 
could be bulky jewellery. I could do a 
big steel collection, where the idea is 
that the jewellery ways your down. 

Making a collection that is the 
opposite to my fragile collection could 

look really good. 

More inspiration… 

The use of two different 
metals to make colourful 

reflections. 



https://www.kelvinbirk.com/gallery

Kevin Birk 

He has used a similar method with the diamond ring, I like how the 
gold is bulging over the diamonds as if it were superior. both materials 

with dark backgrounds. Birk uses recycled materials, making him and 
ethically conscious jeweller.

He also had these bees on display at Cockpits. They were dead bees 
with silver casted onto parts of their bodies. They were already dead 

before he did this and the purpose of them is to raise awareness of 
bees and their fragility.  

Kevin Birk is a jeweller at cockpit arts. His jewellery 
are statements and he has a lot of variety. These 

two rings stood out the most to me. They are both 
hand made and cast. I love the copper and silver 
one. The copper devalues the silver which I really 

like as it is still a stunning piece. I like the method of 
casting an organic form around a structured 

traditional piece of jewellery. 



Patricia Gallucci 

Nina Bukvic

TATA Jewelry

Adrian sassoon

Aurelie Guillemin

Theresa Nguyen 

TATA Jewelry

Kookoozi design 



Natural Erosion  

Coastal cliffs always create incredible formations. This is because of the
material they are made from and how they erode when weathering occurs.
There are quite often two different types of rock or material, one softer than
the other. The softer layer will erode quicker causing great formations.
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This is a river bed of a sulpher river in the Wai-O-Tapu hot springs (New
Zealand). This was a truly magical place that thrived with geothermal
activity. The sulphur, over hundreds of years will have eroded each layer of
the rock causing this formation which is very interesting.

(Rotorua, New Zealand, FJ 2017) (Windspit, Dorset, FJ 2019))





With both coastal erosion and man-made mines, they are both formed in layers.
Layering will be a main point throughout this project. When things corrode or
erode they reveal layers.(Cosy Bay, Western Australia, FJ 2016)

(Bude, Cornwall, FJ 2019)





A small experiment I did to resemble layering and the use of differ materials. I soldered together copper and steel in layers. I then placed it in 
some diluted acid to see which material would erode the fastest. I left it in the acid to long, however it was interesting to see how the copper 

eroded to the soldering point. 



I have always been fascinated by erosion and landscapes. I found these cliffs in
New Zealand that had the most interesting shapes carved into them from the sea
and wind. Most cliffs have visible layers whereas these have rounded holes. I
wanted to try and replicate this with metal.

I got some scrap gilding metal and shaped them into curves, almost like petals to
match the shapes on the cliff. I then sunk them and started to create the curved
tops. These were difficult shapes to replicate and I should’ve used a thinner
material or at least rolled the metal before hand.

28

Natural Erosion of New Zealand Cliffs

Coromandel, New Zealand, FJ 2017)



I visited Montenegro and stayed in a town that dated back to the 1100s. All the plaster had
peeled off all the buildings and the paint was peeling of all the doors.
This is erosion of man made materials. I love the look of peeling paint and want to try and
replicate this with metal.

Montenegro - Weathering on buildings 
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(Montenegro,  FJ 2019)

(Montenegro,  FJ 2019)





Corrosion is a natural process where metals
start to disintegrate; they start to rust. This is
due to weathering. I am interested in corrosion
as this is a natural way to manipulate the
material.
I want to make a steel jewellery collection as it
is a great material to work with, It is also the
opposite to precious metals. It is seen as an
industrial material, with little value. I plan to
make it weak and fragile, I want it to have a
similar appearance to the rest of my work. with
steal you can alter the colours with heat. At a
certain temperature it will go a lovely golden
colour, this would give the appearance of a
precious metal.

The old pier structure that is being exhibited on
the beach front. These were corroded from the
sea. I find the textures really intriguing, it almost
has a bark texture to it.

Corrosion 
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(Brighton Beach  FJ 2020)

(Brighton Beach  FJ 2020)



My Representation of Rust - Ink and salt



Collect 2020

Inspiring silversmiths and jewellers.
This trip really inspired me. I saw many pieces that had similar properties to 

my work. all of these pieces looked fragile and beautiful.  



Lucy Gledhill at Collect

I met Lucy Gledhill at Collect and we spoke about her work 
and Bishopsland etc. The pieces she was exhibiting were 
incredible. She is known for her chains but some of the 

techniques she used for these pieces I could take 
inspiration from. 



This is my own photography. I used Daryl's hands and covered them in 
mud and coal to create dark back grounds and the outline of hands. The 
flakes of gold stand out and are the focal point of the image. These are 

inspired by National Geographic's mining photos. 



Side note- own commercial jewellery. First ever hallmarked 
pieces 



'Reality has grown old and gone senile, after all, it is definitely subject to 
the same laws as every living organism - it ages. Just like the cells of the 

body, its tiniest components - the senses, succumb to apoptosis. 
Apoptosis is natural death, brought about by the tiredness and 

exhaustion of matter. In Greek this word means 'the dropping of petals'. 
The world has dropped its petals.'

*

'Drive Your Plow Over The Bones of The Dead' Olga Tokarczuk, 
page 56



Experiments and final pieces   (November- March)

Did you know? ‘Over 90% of British people recognise the Fairtrade Mark and84% of people trust the Mark.’
Fairtrade website. Buying Fairtrade gold. [2019]
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First Piece

I thought about using acid first to resemble the harmful chemicals in which artisanal 
miners use such as mercury or cyanide. It would be a way of displaying chemical 
use. It also would refer to acid rain. This is produced from large scale mining, the 
chemicals that are released into the air eventually produce acid rain. 

My aim for this project is to not be precious about my precious metals. I want my 
pieces to almost outrage people, I want to de-value the material.  I decided to see 
what silver looked like when left in high concentrated acid. I hammered and rolled 
the piece first and then placed in in the acid for an hour. It appeared this was too 
long as it had almost dissolved by the time I got to it. I had put some stop-out on it 
so fortunately I had some silver to work with. As the object was so fragile I cold get 
all the stop-out of. I though I’d attach a chain so it would resemble a piece of 
jewellery. When I fired the silver the stop-out produced some incredible colours. 
The acid made great rough textures too. 



I wanted to hammer different metals to see if they had different properties, how each one reacted
to being repetitively hammered. I first worked with copper. I found copper to be very malleable. It
didn’t break easily as it was quite resistant. I then used gilding metal. I really liked the look of the
gilding, it has a golden colour and is ore aesthetically pleasing.
I don’t like the idea of using copper as it has little relation to my work.
The gilding eventually broke into two bits and I decided to solder them back together and make a
ring out of them. Once polished the ring looked as if it could be gold. This could be a cheaper
alternative to using gold or silver

Experimenting with different metals
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This is the first experiment with silver. This was a serviette ring. I used
an embossing hammer to create this texture. The pattern that was
already on the serviette ring came out in the hammering. It looks similar
to a feather. I really like this effect and hope to continue in future
experiments. I like have the old texture of the serviette ring as it keeps
the history, it emphasises that everything is recycled.

Silver



Steel  
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These are both acid etches from 
last years project. They hold 
relevance in their textures and 
colours. it is a way of rusting and 
texturising steel quickly. 

Here, I used the same method as the other materials I experimented on,
however I used the forge. The texture and colours were beautiful. Depending
on how hot the steel gets it changes colour. It is possible to get it to a gold
colour with little heat and it stayed that way. this could be great for future
use.





Natural Erosion of New Zealand Cliffs

I have always been fascinated by erosion and landscapes. I found 
these cliffs in New Zealand that had the most interesting shapes 
carved into them from the sea and wind. Most cliffs have visible 
layers whereas these have rounded holes. I wanted to try and 

replicate this with metal. 

I got some scrap gilding metal and shaped them into curves, 
almost like petals to match the shapes on the cliff. I then sunk 

them and started to create the curved tops. These were difficult 
shapes to replicate and I should’ve used a thinner material or at 

least rolled the metal before hand. I do not see this as something 
to continue with. 





Experimenting with different materials enlightened me into they're different properties. I  understood each metal better and 
could work out which ones i wanted to work with. Using the Acid bath is not a traditional technique and I want my work to have 

that value to it. Gilding metal is a great metal to work with. It gives the appearance of gold and is malleable and good to work
with. I love working with scrap silver, it has history and its properties are brilliant. I will plan to use silver throughout and 

potentially gold plate in the future. 



Layers 
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Here I soldered different sized pieces of steel together using tenacity
number 5 and silver solder. I was trying to replicate the river bed from
Roturua. The aesthetic of this reminded me of what physical mines look
like. Mines are incredible to look at from above, the lines and shapes are
a piece of art themselves. These huge manmade holes are destroying
our planet.

Inspiration from large scale mines

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Exploring way of drawing using charcoal and blue paper.
On the right is a layered steel ring design. 



Art Smith was a leading modernist jeweller in the 20th century. He
made bold, organic jewellery. His work reminds me of the open pit
mines on the previous slides. He layers the material is such a great
way. Layers will be a predominant factor in my work. not only are
there layers in mines and the landscape, it will represent the layers
of issues mining has, all the underlying factors that mining has on
our planet.

Art Smith 
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Figure 8 Figure 9



Artist
Interpretation

This is a cardboard model of a cuff i
could make in my steel collection. it
is meant to represent rusted steel
with gold leaf shining through. The
steel will devalue the gold and will
make it stand out a lot.



Sweet Vanity 

Did you know?

Approximately 1,350 tonnes of mercury per year are released in to the environment from ASGM, making it the largest source of anthropogenic mercury emissions.’

Nicole M Smith. Journal of Cleaner Production. Elsevier. [2019].



Sugar
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Fairtrade has a part in the sugar industry has been for a long time along with gold. 
They help make sure that people are treated fairly. This holds a similarity to the 

use of gold in my projects. 
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Sugar can be moulded in 
to all kinds of shapes. it 
produced incredible 
textures and its 
transparency is 
beautiful.  

It's unfortunate that 
it's difficult to work 
with and there's only 
a short amount of 
time that the sugar is 
malleable.







I placed orange petals in the melted sugar to make it 
more vibrant and to add a fragility aspect to it.







Scary long necked woman 
wearing fine jewellery.
Watercolour and ink.
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Aluminum



I experimented with aluminium beer can to see how the material would react to 
repetitive hammering. As the material is very thin already they split and changed 
shape quickly and easily. The tin picked up the grain from the stone slabs that I 

was hammering on. the texture was amazing and the piece was so fragile. 

I used scissors to cut strips of can and then hammered each one until I was 
satisfied with the shape and texture. I then glued each piece with a strong silicone 
based glue. This dried really quickly and held the pieces together really well. I am 

unsure how to continue this piece. 





I then thought of using glass. Glass is a fragile but dangerous material, it is also quite a beautiful material is naturally formed out of 
sand. I though about making a very controversial piece that is to be worn but is too dangerous. I started by smashing a pane of glass 

in a bucket with fabric around it. I then started to glue small shards together. 



Here I experimented with melting aluminium on 
to a piece of bark to see if the texture would 
come up. The texture wasn’t clear but it did 
make a little imprint. The colours that were 

produced were also really nice. 



Making these model has developed my knowledge of these materials. I never thought sugar jewellery could work so well.
Using card was a great way to easily get across a design, including textures and colours. Sugar was great to work with, I
could manipulate it into any shape and add things to it like petals. Its colour is amazing and shimmers like gold. It also has
the appearance of amber which I really loved. The sugar gives the aspect of fragility and ethics, similar to gold. Using
aluminum was really enlightening. The hammered texture is amazing and it is extremely fragile. I like this method of
working and continued to use this method all year.



A Glimmer of Fragility 

Did you know? 

‘a rice-grain sized dose of cyanide can be fatal to humans; cyanide concentrations of 1 microgram (one-millionth of a gram) per litre of water canbe fatal to fish’.

Earthworks. Oxfam America. DirtyMetals, mining, communities and the environment. [2004] Report. 5.



I needed some more inspiration involving layers and I came across the artist
Margaret Crowther. She works in textiles and produces large colourful canvases. I
find her work truly amazing. She uses hundreds of layers of different textiles. I live
the idea of replicating this using silver. I started guillotining small shards of silver
and then rolling and hammering each piece to make them extra fragile. This was a
real test for the metal. I though it would be almost impossible to solder such a
fragile piece of metal to another piece, however, it worked and I repeated these
steps and I found it to be really successful. While soldering the silver would turn a
beautiful blue (see picture below).

70
Figure 10 - Margaret Cowther

Silver Brooch 



To exhaust the material as much as I could, I rolled and hammered with a straight edge hammer until each piece would start to fall apart. I
didn’t think it would be easy to solder the fragile pieces onto a base but with a small direct torch it was possible. I started to layer up the pieces
in a similar way to Margaret’s work. this worked really well and I loved the outcome. It is fragile and beautiful. I also love what it looks like
unpolished. The whiteness of the silver could resemble purity and innocence. Unfortunately, I didn’t have time to finish the piece and make it
into brooch.
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Fragility 

adjective. 1(of an object) easily broken or 
damaged. 



Spiral
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Drawing ideas to expand my range, looking at where else I could place the jewellery on the 
body.



Ring

I decided to try and make a ring with the same method. Experimenting with different shapes. I wanted to make a ring that cannot be worn. Giving the idea 
that if you were to try and wear it, it would hurt.  I managed to create a spiral in the ring. I really like this and think it’s a great start to a bigger collection. I 

plan to develop more shapes and jewellery pieces that can be both wearable and not. 
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An impractical ring. To admire but not be worn. Fragile but not weak. 
A spiral to resemble strength and regrowth. 



Golden Lock
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Experimenting on a larger scale. I wanted to make a piece with gilding metal. I
hammered it with the same method as before just in a larger scale. I then soldered a
smaller flake to the big one and soldered a ring on. at this stage it looked like a leaf or
moth. It looked very delicate but was quite robust. I like its position on my hand.
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Using silver to create a similar ring to the 
gilding. Its appearance is solid but the shape 

provides a touch of fragility - I would gold 
plate this piece. 



Gold
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As delicate as a leaf
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My first experiment with 
gold.

My first time working with gold. It has similar properties to silver and I really 
enjoyed working with it. Using gold in my project is important as I am very 

knowledgeable on the subject. 

I hammered and rolled the gold till it split then 
using gold solder I soldered them together. 
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A Glimmer
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Bracelet-
Using the same method I hammered a piece of silver into a spiral as a base. I though a spiral shape will easily fir on to any wrist without the flakes breaking 

off. The end product looked quite commercial and was aesthetically pleasing to look at. However, I didn’t like how structures the finish item was. It took 
away the fragility aspect that I am going for. I will experiment using just the flakes, without the base structure. 
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I wanted to create a Bracelet using the 
same method as the brooch. I melted 

and rolled the silver into a flat wire and 
making a spiral, then added flakes.  The 
base gave too much structure and I feel 

this was too commercial than what I 
was aiming for.
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The name Glimmer of Fragility came from this image. The light bounces of the bracelet subtly and it produces a slight glimmer. 



Photography is going to play a really important role in this project. Here are 
some examples. I played with white and black backgrounds but the black 

background illuminated my jewellery and is more effective. This small shoot 
inspired me to call this section of my work ‘a glimmer of fragility’. This is 

because the flakes are really subtly and there’s just a glimmer of the shape. 

A Glimmer of Fragility 

After I polished the gilding I liked the piece better. As just a practice piece it 
photographed really well. The gilding imitates gold, it glimmers the same. I 

used a black backdrop and a piece of black velvet material on a plinth. 



Formative Assessment Set Up. 

I used a thin tall plinth and a wider plinth. I decided to put the gold piece on the taller plinth, 
exposed and on its own. This was to make it superior to the other objects. As it is small and 

really fragile I wanted to have it in a more vulnerable spot. Showing the fragile destruction of the 
most precious metal. I blue-tacked the other four pieces in order of what was made first. From 

the most fragile silver to a bold steel and silver heavy piece. 



Neckpiece 
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Graphite rubbing of rolled 

serviette ring. 



E.E Elizabeth Eaton 

1849

Roberts & Belk

1886

Hamilton and Inches 

1877

Some of the serviette rings recycled for this project 



These are images of the serviette rings I rolled. They had completely transformed into a beautiful new form after rolling them and cleaning them. 
They were almost terrestrial. They were like blankets of silver. The sheet on the left I didn’t really want to cut up as I could use it or another piece. 

I cut the other pieces of silver up. I noticed the rims of the serviette rings would become added layers. This was exciting as it layering that has 
already been done for me. 



Here I wanted to expand my jewellery collection I wanted to make a neck piece.
The idea behind this is that it can hook on to your neck easily without breaking
but is sharp and delicate. I started by cutting small pieces of the serviette rings
and blue-tacked the pieces together to get the shape and order I wanted. This
helped me to see what the final thing will roughly look like, it also held together
well enough I could place it on someone’s neck to see if had the shape right.

Soldering the pieces together turned out to be easier than I thought it would
be. fragile pieces would melt but it wouldn’t ruin the piece. The more bits I
added the trickier I got as the heat would cause previously soldered bit to fall
off.



Here are two water colour painting of my
neckpiece. This was to help me decide
what way round to have the piece. I was
unsure whether to have the spikey ends
pointing towards the ears or down the
colour bones. I preferred the latter option.
Also it gave me an idea of what it would
look like in gold. There is an option to gold
plate my jewellery.
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Subtle Textures



Revealing history and brutality 





Notice details 





Hidden Value 
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This piece needed structure as it couldn’t 
hold itself. I rolled some spare silver into a D 
wire and made a thin band. I then solder it 

onto the flakes. Doing this afterwards meant 
that it wasn’t built on a base and is it still 

fragile but can hold on a wrist. 
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Here you can see the pattern the serviette
ring originally had. These textures are
really important in my work. they add more
depth to the pieces.
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Hidden value comes from the fact 
that there is gold on this piece its 

just not the main feature.



Brutal Beauty 
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Leaf like colours and textures. This is before it
was cleaned. I liked the colours and debated
not cleaning the final piece but I found it
looked better pure and clean.





I wanted to make a bigger neckpiece that is more striking. At first I couldn’t decide whether to make a wrist piece or neckpiece. I tried out the lengths 
on different parts of me. I used this serviette ring with ‘Penny ‘ written on it. it was 3.5mm thick meaning there was plenty of material to work with. I 

decided to make a neck piece as it fitted the shapes better.  As the piece started coming together it started to look very striking. I decided to add some 
scrap gold. The gold tag is a 9 carat. There is no value attached to this piece personally however it may have been to someone else. Dog tags are usually 

for the identification of soldiers, I think this one is for fashion purposes or just an asset. Each strip is a very different shape and I fit them together 
where I feel the metal flows. I really enjoyed making this piece.   



The neckpiece couldn’t hold by itself and I 
needed something to be able to hold it to the 

neck. I soldered chains to both sides. I made sure 
it was an adjustable chain so it can be tightened 

if need be. 
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I wanted this piece to be my most extravagant piece. I wanted it to to bring all the other jewellery together. It is my
main piece that shows of value and beauty, but also discomfort and history. It reminds me of the Victorian era of
having to wear painful contraptions and structures so they would comply with the standards of being a typical woman
by having a perfect posture and a high chin. Although you are wearing a valuable object made of gold and silver, it is
unbearable to wear and you can't tolerate it, just like the world can't with excessive mining.

“A horrible instrument was devised which I had to wear while doing my lessons. It was a steel rod which ran down my
spine and was strapped at my waist and over my shoulders—another strap went around my forehead to the rod. I had
to hold my book high when reading, and it was almost impossible to write in so uncomfortable a position. However, I
probably owe my straight back to those many hours of discomfort.”

—Consuelo Vanderbilt Balsan,
The Glitter and the Gold

Henry Bigg – British Orthopedic surgeon in 1862



A Glimmer of Fragility displays a range that is powerful and beautiful. Each item holds value in its history and its purpose.
Texture and technique has been a main theme throughout. I thoroughly enjoyed making these pieces. I can see looking
back now how I progressed with each piece and how they got bigger and better each time. The main neck piece 'Brutal
Beauty' resembles the discomfort of wearing unethically made jewellery. People should be aware of the truth of what
they are wearing around their neck or wrist.
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Devaluing 



Mokume Gane 



Mokume gane



Making a Mokume Gane ring is laborious and combining silver and copper make the object less valuable. To start with I
used gilding and copper and found the colours didn't stand out as well as copper and silver would. I continued to
hammer the bar and the lines became more prominent. I then decided to use the straight edge of a hammer and
create a new texture. This made the layers split. I really loved this texture and wanted to continue using this method.

Mokume Gane is a traditional Japanese method of creating layered textured pattern in a ring. Through using silver and
copper, amazing shapes and contrasting colours are formed.



First try
(Copper and Gilding

Second try
(silver and copper)



Sketch of a potential mokume ring

Hammered textured experimental piece. 

The textures ended forming 
into triangle shapes. I 
decided to solder them 
together and it formed this 
half moon shape. I decided 
to make an ear cuff as I had 
not made any ear pieces.





The use of Mokume added more skill and interest into the range. They have incredibly delicate textures and the
colours are contrasting and aesthetically pleasing. More work and materials went into making these pieces, however,
combining the metals devalued the silver and if I were to ue gold and silver the silver will devalue the gold. My ultimate
aim. I find it fascinating that making an object that is prettier and takes more craftsmanship and time could be worth
less than a plain gold band.



Alchemy 

Alchemy noun: the medieval forerunner of chemistry, concerned 
with the transmutation of matter, in particular with attempts to 

convert base metals into gold or find a universal elixir.

“Everything has its limit – iron ore cannot be educated into gold” –Mark Twain

The idea behind the alchemy was to make a range that combined gold (a 
precious valued metal) with a non precious (poisonous lead) material. This not 

only devalues the gold but also adds a danger element to it. I found the materials 
to difficult to work with and did not have time to expand this part.







My aim here was to try and layer 
different metals on top of each 

other in a sand cast. This did not 
work as the metals would not 

stick and stay together. 

This is melted pewter and 
silver. Its consistency 
completely changed.

Here I melted silver into a pewter tube. 
They combined easily. What I found 
interesting was that for minutes after 
the pewter had melted it stayed a liquid 
substance. Which  I found very similar 
to mercury.

Old tankard dating back to the 1800s. Made of lead and pewter. The lead is poisonouos which I though 
would add a nice touch to the range and these pieces would be too harmful to wear. 



I then melted the lead 
onto a piece of copper. I 
learnt that I could 
spread the pewter along 
the sheet to create this. 
the pewter peeled off 
and it was a failed 
experiment. 

I then tried to cold forge the pewter, copper and 
gilding together however I found that the pewter 
would just fall apart. 

I then pressed a steel ring into the 
melted liquified pewter/silver and it 

managed to cling to the steel. this 
could be an aspect to develop and 

continue. 



I could use the alchemy symbols to form 
geometric shapes that have fragile precious 

metal flakes incorporated into the piece. 



Looking at layers.

when something erodes, it displays layers, whether it's metal or rocks. open pit mining resembles layers they dig the trenches to form a deep 
hole.

I find erosion fascinating. I want to work with mixed metals. I like the idea of using gold with a metal that is practically worthless. pewter/lead 
act as a corrosive to gold and can tarnish gold easily. I like the idea of encasing gold in pewter and experimenting with that.

With pewter being such a low melting point, it is hard to solder it to other pieces of metal. using hammering methods I could entwine the 
pewter with gold in a plait formations and hammer it to merge the metals. I will also look into Mokume Gane. once the metals are all 

combined i could use the flake method I have been doing with my silver pieces to make pieces. this will make them even more interesting and 
will make more of a statement.

I also like the idea of having the very raw flakes I have been working with and combining them with very eat geometric shapes maybe for 
more functional jewellery?

found the pewter intriguing to work with. it acts similarly to mercury in the sense that after it has i melted it stays liquid for a few minutes. i
feel this could be interesting to work with. while it was liquid and cooling I added a piece of silver to it and the mercury absorbed it and they 

mixed together which I also found interesting.



Ostensible
- being such in appearance : plausible rather than demonstrably true or real.



https://www.instructables.com/id/Oxidize-Silver-With-Eggs/

It has been said that egg yolks can oxidise silver, turn it black. 
Here I had boiled an egg for 15 minutes and crushes the yolk and 

covered a piece of silver with it. I left I for 24 hours. This is an 
environmentally friendly way of oxidising your silver. 

Unfortunately, you cannot be precise with application so this 
method is only useful for full coverage pieces. 



This is after 24 hour is the cooked egg yolk. This 
was such a success. Although I could not do 

specific details, the colours and feint tint that 
the sulphur gave the piece was beautiful. I 

really want to use this method in the future. If I 
had left it in longer the egg would have made 
the silver darker and if the piece was thinner 
and smaller the piece would be darker.  The 

effect is almost antique looking. And brings out 
the textures really nicely.  The colours are also 
a lot more natural than if I were to use platinol. 



Oxidising silver makes it turn black. This is often used to add depth to a piece or make it
look more rustic. It disguises the fact that it is silver which i really like. I put a gold ring next
to the black silver and it really stood out. From this I wanted to create silver pieces that look
like a lower grade metal; in this case steel, and add gold bits to it to make the piece stand
out.

I notices that silver that has not 
been cleaned yet gives the 

appearance of steel. It is a more 
natural look and doesn’t give the 

darkness that the Platinol gives 
which I quite like.  

Steel Square ring dipped or plated in gold. 



I wanted to make a ring without a base and structure. I started to build up the flakes and shape them around my finger. it 
was hard to keep the shape and I planned to have the flaked going all the way around. However, as I was working with the 

flow of the flakes it didn’t want to form a shape of a ring. I decided to add 3 more strips that wrapped around my index 
finger. I then decided to add a gold flake. This is to go with the concept of making something appear to be what it is not. 

The silver would look like steel and the gold would stand out with authority.  After polishing the gold stood out really well. 
The form was almost spider like. It didn’t fir in well with the rest of my work however, I would’ve liked to continue with 

this range and made bigger and better pieces.  
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The idea is to disguise the material to make it appear to be something that it is not. this in turn will make people want
it less, as they would not see that it is gold or silver. This, without actually devaluing the material, does devalue it due
to the fact that it is not visibly appear to be what it is.



Mette Ravn is a big inspiration for this range. She uses silver clay to 
create these big over exaggerated pieces. They are heavy and 
definitely make a statement. 

Bigger bulky range 

I want to create a range that contrasts with the fragility collection. I want these to be heavy and unnatractive. I want them to represent the 
weight and burden of owning gold and the strain it has on out planet. the range will predominantly be made of steel with hints of gold. It relates 
back to my project from last year with the rusty chains and gold leaf. 

Kevin Birks jewellery is also 
inspiration for this range. He 

casts contrasting metals on to 
each other creating these 

beautiful pieces. 



Steel and silver ring – devaluing 

The idea of devaluing comes from the idea that we shouldn’t value 
something that is so damaging to our planet. We obsess over gold 
which is poisonous to our world. I want to shock people by mixing non 
precious and precious metals together. To show you can value 
something not just for the money. 

I found this stage really difficult as even I didn’t want to to devalue any 
of my precious metals as it is money. I thought this was really 
important to include. Its human nature to rid of somethings monetary 
value, that’s how everyone is bought up. 

Here I played with the idea of fusing silver onto a rusty steel ring. This 
actually worked to my surprise. I could control where the silver went 
with head. The chemical reaction that happened between them was 
quite amazing. The silver turned an amazing blue and black colour, 
with greens and reds. 

This is also inspires greatly by Kevin Birks rings on the previous page. 
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Here I decided to melt silver on to a rusty steel ring. The colours that appeared were 
amazing. I want to devalue the silver.     





Steel Wall Piece 



I wanted to create a piece that was an enlarged steel piece. This would be to show depth and 
texture of the piece. The piece used the same technique just using the forge and hammering until 
it all started to split.  The piece rusted nicely with the red and oranges contrasting with the blues 
and greys of the steel.  It would have been nice to have continued this into my jewellery. 



I forged this piece as a side project for my degree show. I 
wanted to create a large piece that represented my whole show 

and to bring all my pieces together. 









Photography Collaboration with 
Charlotte Stokes 



Collaboration with 3rd year Fashion 
Photography student Charlotte Stokes.  

These were her mood boards to get a feel of how the kid of 
mood the photography would have. 

We thought that photography my jewellery on black body parts would add look menacing and 
give the appearance of almost blood on the hands. It would’ve displayed the darkness of my 
jewellery well. 



This was an idea charlotte had to use material in front of the model to 
disassociate the person from the jewellery. It would emphasise the pieces.  



She had also created a mood board for posing specifically for jewellery. 



This is her test shoot using her own models and photography techniques. She had hired 
make up artists and striking models for my work. I was meant to go to Bournemouth for 

the shoot the weekend lockdown had begun. 



More test shoots. 



New Range Proposal 
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A model of a set of jewellery I would like to go on to make. The idea is 
to hammer layers of thin steel that are cut into circles, similar to the 
steel wall piece. Then weld them altogether to produce heavy, 
uncomfortable, rusted steel piece, potentially with gold incorporates 
into it. I would use gold leaf or have an actual layer of thin gold 
amongst the steel.



Adobe Illustrator
Designs



This would be the style of photography I would use for these pieces.
They are more conservative and vogue like. Simple but effective.



The new range will be similar to the previous project that inspired me, using rusted steel and gold flakes. The
range will resemble the ugly behind the beauty, meaning it is more about material use than the processes in
which they are made. They will be very heavy and uncomfortable, but they will look striking and powerful.



I uploaded online journals after every tutorial until March 

You can see how my ideas and 
how i developed throughout 

the year reading these journals.



Through experimenting with different materials and developing a technical skill that I have running through all my
collection, I have produced a powerful and enticing range. Each piece has a story behind it and a lot of depth and
meaning. They offer discomfort in beauty and make people see jewellery in a different light. I hoped that my range
would educate people and make them value jewellery in a very different way, not just monetary or sentimental. By
looking closely at my jewellery, they will see depth and history, they will see a story. The hallmarks and the textures
of the previous item. While displaying the art of using traditional techniques. My project will make people look at
their jewellery with even more compassion than before they will think not only of the sentimental value but value
how it was created. I hope to develop my steel range further and produce striking, heavy jewellery that will contrast
greatly with my fragile range.

To Conclude...
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